Ultradian rhythms of alternating cerebral hemispheric EEG dominance are coupled to rapid eye movement and non-rapid eye movement stage 4 sleep in humans.
Objective: To replicate the left minus right (L-R) hemisphere EEG power shifts coupled to rapid eye movement (REM) and non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep observed in 1972 by Goldstein (Physiol Behav (1972) 811), and to characterize the L-R EEG power spectra for total EEG, delta, theta, alpha and beta bands.Background: Ultradian alternating cerebral hemispheric dominance rhythms are observed using EEG during both waking and sleep, and with waking cognition. The question of whether this cerebral rhythm is coupled to the REM-NREM sleep cycle and the basic rest-activity cycle (BRAC) deserves attention.Methods: L-R EEG signals for ten young, normal adult males were converted to powers and the means were normalized, smoothed and subtracted. Sleep hypnograms were compared with L-R EEGs, and spectra were computed for C3, C4 and L-R EEG powers.Results: Significant peaks were found for all C3, C4 and L-R frequency bands at the 280-300, 75-125, 55-70 and 25-50 min bins, with power dominating in the 75-125 min bin. L-R EEG rhythms were observed for all bands. Greater right hemisphere EEG dominance was found during NREM stage 4 sleep, and greater left during REM for total EEG, delta and alpha bands (Chi-squares, P<0.001). Theta was similar, but not significant (P=0.163), and beta was equivocal.Conclusions: Earlier ultradian studies show that lateral EEG and L-R EEG power have a common pacemaker, or a mutually entrained pacemaker with the autonomic, cardiovascular, neuroendocrine and fuel-regulatory hormone systems. These results for L-R EEG coupling to sleep stages and multi-variate relations may present a new perspective for Kleitman's BRAC and for diagnosing variants of pathopsychophysiological states.